White Peak Distillery
Tasting Tour
Our tasting tours are run in groups of up to 16 people and last approximately
90 minutes. During the tour you’ll have the opportunity to experience the unique
atmosphere, heat and smells of our working distillery set in the former Johnson & Nephew
wire works in Ambergate.
We’ll take you behind the scenes in our still house, home to our two beautiful hand-made
copper stills, and in our cask storage areas to see (and taste) our maturing
new make whisky. You’ll be guided through the whisky making process by one of our
knowledgeable distillers and learn about the vision for the first whisky distillery
in the Peak District region. You’ll gain insights into what we have planned for our
Derbyshire bBM;H2gmalt whisky and there will #2gtime for questions and photos (note that
cameras are not permitted for use in all areas of the Distillery for safety reasons).
You’ll also get to see ‘Betty’ our 600 litre spirits still, used to make our award
winning Shining Cliff gin and other spirits. Then it’s back to the Tasting Room for a
tasting of our range of gins and a chance for further discussion. Please note that the
sample sizes are for tasters rather than full spirit measures. We also provide soft
drinks and can provide take away samples for drivers if arranged in advance.
hhe Distillery is on the edge of Shining Cliff Woods, an ancient woodland, and site of
special scientific interest. The woods are home to the famous Betty Kenny yew tree and
numerous walking paths. We have maps of the local area available to buy in the
Distillery Shop.

Tour Prices
18 years and over - £12

8 – 17 years - £5

Those aged 8 to 17 must be accompanied by an adult and can’t take part in tastings.
Unfortunately for safety reasons we can’t allow anyone under the age of 8 in the
Distillery or Tasting Room-g#migHHg`2gr2H+QK2gBMgQ`gb?QTX
If you would like to buy a Tour Voucher as a gift, these are available from the Shop
or we can send out to you (postage will apply).

To make a booking contact info@whitepeakdistillery.co.uk
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House-Keeping
On arrival at the Distillery, before the tour begins, you will be given a health & safety
form to read which you will be asked to sign by way of acknowledgement. At all times
during the tour it is important to stay within your group and the tour guide.
Please note, we are an operating distillery set in large industrial buildings and
visitors should be dressed appropriately for entry. This includes warm clothes during
the colder months and flat-soled foot wear that covers your feet; high heels and sandals
/ open-toe shoes are not permitted. The floors may be wet and slippery and there are
also stairs to climb on your tour.
lM7Q`imMi2Hv-gre are unable to accommodate children under 8 years of agegQMgQm`giQm`b.
Children aged between 8-17 years must be accompanied by an adult at all times and will
not be able to partake in our tastings. We operate a Challenge 25 policy, so you may be
asked to provide ID to prove you are of legal drinking age.
We love dogs, but they are not allowed inside the Distillery o` buildings. Water and a
tie up is provided outside for our four legged friends.

Accessibility
The tour takes in the whole of the Distillery site and you need to be comfortable
walking and standing for at least 60 minutes. There are a number of small, shallow steps
between some areas, and stairs up to the main production platform which is 2½ metres
off the ground. The Distillery can be noisy at times and due to being set in large
industrial buildings, the temperatures very much track those outside i.e. cold in winter!
The Distillery and Shop buildings are accessible to wheelchair users except for the main
production platform, which has stair access. For anyone unable to access the production
platform, the tour will spend approx. 10 minutes up there and from below it is still
possible to see the copper stills and other vessels and to potentially also hear the
tour guide. Where operational requirements permit, we will endeavour to have a member
of the Distillery team spend time separately with anyone unable to access the platform.
Unfortunately our Distillery environment is not suitable for the blind. If you have any
queries about accessibility, please e-mail info@whitepeakdistillery.co.uk

8 – 17 years - £5
Those aged 8 to 17 must be accompanied by an adult and can’t take part in tastings.
Unfortunately for safety reasons we can’t allow anyone under the age of 8 in the
Distillery or Tasting Room-g#migHHg`2gr2H+QK2gBMgQ`gb?QTX
If you would like to buy a Tour Voucher as a gift, these are available from the Shop
or we can send out to you (postage will apply).
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Cancellation & Refunds
If you need to cancel a tour booking, and give at least 48 hours’ notice, we will happily
re-arrange for another date / time (subject to availability). We may offer a refund but
please note that this will be at the sole discretion of the Distillery management.

Directions and Parking
The Distillery address is:
.2`r2MigqB`2gqQ`Fb-gJiHQ+Fg_Q/-gK#2`;i2-g.2`#vb?B`2-g.18egk>1
The Distillery forms part of a wider industrial site (with other business users) in
the Derwent Valley that is split down the middle by the River Derwent. The main site
entrance / car park is accessed directly from the A6 (Matlock Road) and the postcode
should bring you direct to the site entrance.
There is a security gatehouse manned 24 hours a day in the main car park. Whilst the
site is often not busy, there may be HGVs and other vehicles manoeuvring in the main car
park, so please take care and follow any instructions / directions form the security
guard. The speed limit on site is a maximum of 10mph at all times.
The Distillery has its own car park and there is on-site signage directing you to this
from the main site car park. In overview, the route is over the bridge that runs off the
main car park (crosses the River Derwent) and then turn right through a set of gates
beyond the bridge. From these gates, the Distillery entrance is approx. 100 metres up
a made road on the right hand side (if you end up in the woods you’ve gone too far!).
Please note that the made road is also a public right of way and there could be walkers
/ mountain bikers using the route. Site signage directs you to STOP at the gates and
maintain a maximum speed of 10mph to respect the safety of pedestrians.
Our car park has parking for up to 15 vehicles. Please park in marked spaces. If all
these are taken, please speak with a member of the Distillery team in the Shop and we will
?2HTgdirect vQmgwhere to park.

*We generally run our tours during operational hours but as we are a working distillery with changing schedules,g
we cannot guarantee that all, or any of the distilling equipment, will be operational at the time of your tour.
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